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Adjuvant to improve immune responses,
chitosan/calcium-coated ginsenoside Rb1
Fawaz Abdelrazak

Globally,  young  chickens  are  impacted  by  infectious  bursal  disease  (IBD),  a  highly  contagious,
immune-degrading  condition  brought  on  by  the  IBD  virus  (IBDV).  IBDV  is  stable  in  extreme
environmental  conditions  and  can  survive  some  disinfection  treatments.  Presently,  conventional
immunization is the main method used to control IBD on a field level. In the meantime, many adjuvants
including inactivated IBDV vaccines improve the chickens' protective competence against drift IBDV
variants in addition to boosting the chickens' immunogenicity and protective ability. Prior research has
described the immunopotentiation action of GRb1, which is accomplished by stimulating a variety of
immunocytes, including dendritic cells and macrophages. In this investigation, CS/CaP microparticles
were successfully used to encapsulate GRb1 and IL-4.

Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium, or DMEM, was purchased from BioWhittaker for the purpose of
this study (Walkersville, MD, USA). Gibco BRL produced DMEM powder, FBS (fetal bovine serum),
and trypsin-EDTA (trypsin-ethylenediamine tetraacetate) (Grand Island, CA, USA). SPF chicks that
were one day old were bought from Ji'nan Sipsifu Poultry FARM Technology Co., Ltd. (Jinan, China).
The Ethics Committee of the China Animal Health and Epidemiology Centre in Zhengzhou, China,
approved all the current experimental protocols.

Adjuvants are crucial in promoting and eliciting cellular and humoral immunity. As a result, a crucial
step in the development of vaccines is the creation of adjuvants that can increase humoral and cellular
immune responses while remaining safe and stable during the clinical vaccination process. Animal
immune responses benefit from the adjuvant effects of ginsenosides, which can dramatically enhance
both humoral and cellular immune responses. Traditional vaccine adjuvants have been crucial in the
development of the avian vaccine throughout the past few decades. Traditional vaccination adjuvants,
however, have several disadvantages, such as adverse events, poor cellular protection, and safety
hazards.  To  effectively  combat  viruses  nowadays,  an  adjuvant  must  be  secure,  efficient,  and
appropriate.

In conclusion, GRb1/IL-4@CS/CaP nanoparticles, which are created by encasing GRb1/IL-4 within
calcium phosphate nanoparticles, can considerably enhance humoral immune response and boost the
expression of surface molecules on dendritic cells generated from bone marrow as well as cytokine
secretion. Because of this, GRb1/IL-4@CS/CaP was employed in this work as a delivery system to
serve as a reference for future research on the immunological enhancement mechanism of GRb1 and
its clinical use in animals.
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The conditions for effectively creating GRb1/IL-4@CS/CaP particles were investigated in the current
work. The GRb1/IL-4@CS/CaP had excellent DC activation performance. Further investigation into the
GRb1/IL-4@CS/CaP  adjuvant  activity  revealed  that,  in  comparison  to  the  other  groups,
GRb1/IL-4@CS/CaP  was  able  to  elicit  a  greater  antigen-specific  IgG  immunological  response.
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